Introduction
Traditionally, the focus of many design disciplines has been on the form and function of the "product" (e.g., consumer appliances, living/work spaces, software/interfaces). The past three decades have seen a substantial broadening toward the design of experiences, interactions, services, and larger systems perspectives, 1 but for many designers the product artifact is still the main deliverable of their profession.
Likewise, in the cognitive science discipline, which also is diverse, the focus of many researchers has been and continues to be on internal processes of mind or brain. Again, the properties of the external stimuli or ecology (e.g., the space, tools, products, information technologies, and work domains) and the importance of the physical body certainly have not been completely ignored, but these aspects typically have been considered secondary to the core interests of cognitive science and to the training requirements for cognitive scientists. And again, as in design, there are some who are interested in broadening the perspective to consider additional aspects of experience, including ecological psychology, ecological rationality, situated cognition, embodied cognition, and evolutionary psychology. 2 Despite the broadening of perspectives in both disciplines, a gap remains in these perspectives, as depicted in Figure 1 . This gap makes connecting the discoveries and insights in one discipline to those of the other discipline difficult. Thus, designers are challenged to apply the discoveries and theories from cognitive science to improve their product designs, and cognitive scientists are challenged to learn from the successes and failures of design innovations.
In this paper, we explore the gap between these two disciplinary perspectives with the goal of creating a common ground so that the two disciplines can work together to enrich our understanding of human experience. Although both disciplines contribute to our understanding of human experiences with products, integrating the separate contributions into a unified theory can be difficult because of their distinct perspectives and languages. A first step in this exploration is to consider the notion of affordance, which Gibson formulated as a necessary construct for extending cognitive science to address people's ability to skillfully link perception and action. 3 Norman introduced the affordance construct to the design discourse, where it was adopted with some degree of success, as well as some confusion. 4 We argue that the affordance construct partially bridges the gap between a product-centered perspective and a human-centered perspective, but that alone it is not sufficient. Thus, we also suggest two additional dimensions and describe a framework that includes three axes for evaluating the human-product experience: affording, specifying, and satisfying.
The peaks in the simplified distributions in Figure 1 represent the typical, distinct disciplinary foci of design (productcentric) and cognitive science (human-centric). However, within each discipline, certain people (e.g., interaction designers and cognitive systems engineers) are specifically interested in the relations or emergent properties associated with interactions between people and products (or ecologies). In addition, a growing skepticism has questioned whether these emergent properties can be fully addressed from either a product-centric or a human-centric perspective. The alternative is an experience-centric perspective, which assumes that the coupling of mind and product cannot be fully described by adding together the constructs from the two different perspectives. Instead, the need is for constructs that directly reflect properties of the coupling or fit: holistic properties of experience.
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A Brief History of the Concept of Affordance As noted, one construct that connects human and product and that has become popular with designers is that of "affordances."
6 The term was originally introduced by Gibson to amend the shortcomings of the construct of "stimulus" as it had been used in psychology. 7 Gibson identified the need to ground the construct in the ecology, or the meaningful objects (or products) in an environment and their functional significance for a human (or animal):
First, the environment must be described, since what there is to be perceived has to be stipulated before one can even talk about perceiving it. This is not the world of physics but the world at the level of ecology.
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The construct of affordance largely was introduced as a way to describe the environment at the level of ecology. Thus, Gibson generated the following definition of affordances:
The affordances of the environment are what it offers the animal, what it provides or furnishes, either for good or ill. The verb to afford is found in the dictionary, but the noun affordance is not. I have made it up. I mean by it something that refers to both the environment and the animal in a way that no existing term does. It implies the complementarity of the animal and the environment.
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The affordance construct provided a direct way to talk about the possibilities that a product's design offered to people (e.g., whether a door afforded opening, whether a software application afforded printing, or whether a smart phone afforded texting). When Norman introduced the term to designers, the new information technologies were beginning to create new challenges for design professionals. Previously, designers had dealt primarily with mechanical objects, where the functions were tightly coupled to the physical forms (e.g., hand tools or kitchen appliances). When they had to design information technologies, such as personal computers, designers were faced with two new challenges associated with the much looser coupling between form and function: First, the functions performed by the products were much more abstract, and the physical form of the computer did not provide "hints toward use" in the way mechanical solutions often had. Second, designers had a broad new palette from which to create alternative representations to communicate the functions because of the innovations in visual and auditory display technologies (e.g., direct manipulation interfaces). 10 Designers quickly appreciated that the affordances designed into a product would not be used unless they were made apparent to the human users. This realization led to confusion between the possibility of actions and the expression of those possibilities. For many designers, the term affordance meant a visual icon to express hidden functionality. This prompted Gaver to distinguish between "perceptible affordances" and "hidden affordances." 11 Later, Norman tried to address the confusion and introduced a new term, signifiers, to denote the expression of affordances.
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Relations Between Affordance and Information
The relationship between affordance and information had been core to Gibson's work-and it has been difficult to explain because both of these concepts are relations themselves: An affordance is a relation between an acting human (or animal) and (a part of) his or her environment (e.g., a product); information is a relation between perception and action in an environment. In fact, searching for the information basis underlying the skilled realization of affordances was central to Gibson's research program, leading to the study of ecological optics and the hypothesis of "direct perception." 13 Under this hypothesis, structure in optical flow fields can directly specify affordances associated with skilled performance, such as the control of locomotion. 14 The importance of representing the affordances in a work domain as information accessible at the interface, which people can then learn to pick up and comprehend, was fully appreciated by both Gaver and Norman. 15 It also has been appreciated by engineers working on the design of interfaces for safety-critical systems, such as nuclear power plants and advanced aircraft (i.e., on cognitive systems engineering). For example, Woods notes that:
There are no a priori neutral representations… The central question is what are the relative effects of different forms of representation on the cognitive activities involved in solving domain problems. HCI research then needs to investigate representational form as opposed to merely visual form, to investigate the referential functions that are performed by HCI tokens within a symbol system, and to investigate the interface as a coherent representational system rather than as a collection of independent parts, e.g., display pages. 16 Rasmussen and Vicente have formalized an approach to representational design called ecological interface design (EID). 17 The "ecological" label is a direct recognition of the significance of Gibson's constructs of affordance and information on the framing of this approach to interface design. Thus, the thrust of EID is to discover and identify the affordances within a work domain through work domain analysis 18 and then to develop interfaces that help people to "see" and "explore" (e.g., through direct manipulation) the field of possibilities in order to manage complex processes safely and efficiently.
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A Third Facet: Value
The affordance dimension considers what actions are possible and the information dimension considers which actions can be recognized, but the question remains of what action should or will be chosen. Of the possibilities that are recognized, which possibilities are desirable, and which ones are hazardous? This third facet raises the issue of the potential value associated with the consequences of performing an action. For example, multiple ways for closing a computer document might be available, some of which save any changes made and some that do not save the changes. Depending on the intentions of the user, the consequence of saving changes might or might not be desirable. Thus, in designing a representation to support satisfying interactions with a computer, specifying the consequences of the possible actions also is important, so that people can choose actions that are compatible with their intentions (e.g., revising a document) and avoid actions that lead to undesirable consequences (e.g., inadvertently deleting hours of editing on a document). These consequences introduce the dimension of value.
The idea that consequences or values directly shape human experience actually predates the construct of affordance. As Gibson noted, Gestalt psychologists (e.g., Koffka and Lewin) recognized that "the meaning of a thing seems to be perceived just as immediately as its color." 20 Koffka used the term "demand character," 21 and Lewin used a term that was translated to "valence." 22 Gibson writes:
The concept of affordance is derived from these concepts of valence, invitation, and demand, but with a crucial difference. of physical physics, and it therefore possesses meaning and value to begin with. But this is meaning and value of a new sort. 23 Gibson introduced the construct of affordance to avoid the dualistic trap that requires two objects-for example, an actual fire exit (the physical object) and a constructed mental image of the fire exit (the phenomenological object). His theory of direct perception argued that people directly interacted with the actual fire exit, not with a mental image of it. By including the qualifications "for good or ill" in his definition of affordance, Gibson subsumed the value dimension (e.g., the valence of an object) within the affordance construct. Thus, the affordance construct represented the meaning of an object in terms of what people could do with it and of why they might (or might not) want to use it. However, we suggest that it may be useful to differentiate between what is possible (i.e., what can be done) and what is desirable (i.e., what will satisfy a need or attract attention) when describing human experience. For example, in the case of the fire exit, differentiating between the possibilities for action (e.g., is a door pass-through-able?); the value or potential benefits of that action (e.g., does it lead to safety?); and the information both that specifies the capacity for action (e.g., the relative visual angle) and that presages the consequences of that action (e.g., a flashing fire exit sign) might be useful. In designing an icon on a computer interface, considering what actions are afforded (e.g., is it clickable, drag-able?); what consequences result from each action (e.g., opening or closing an application, relocating a file); and what information specifies the action possibilities and the consequences to people interacting with the computer might be useful.
Thus, as illustrated in Figure 1 , we suggest three constructs that are important for bridging the generalization gap to fully address the human experience of a product. The next section introduces these three constructs as affording, specifying, and satisfying. Figure 2 illustrates the three constructs of affording, specifying, and satisfying as overlapping perspectives on experience. Each perspective conveys a relation over a triad consisting of an agent (e.g., human), a representation (e.g., computer interface), and an ecology or object (e.g., a problem or work space). We chose to use verbs (i.e., action words) rather than nouns to label the perspectives. Nouns, like affordance, invite the reader to think of the construct as a property of a "thing" that exists apart from the relation to an acting agent. Much too easily, we can qualify a chair as having the affordance of "sit-able" without specifying for whom. But not all children or disabled people can comfortably sit on any chair. Thus, the use of verbs makes more explicit the fact that these constructs refer to dynamic constraints associated with the agent-ecology (or subject-object) interaction, rather than to properties of any of the elements. 24 In the remainder of this section we elaborate on each of these three perspectives and discuss each with respect to two examples: a fire exit and the safe landing of an airplane (a situation that has been analyzed extensively in theory and experiment).
Three Dimensions of Experience
Affording
The construct of affording is intended to draw attention to relations that constrain action possibilities. This use is slightly different than Gibson's affordance because it does not differentiate between the possibilities as either "for good or for ill." Simply, the affording construct refers to possible actions, such as whether passing through an exit is possible, given its size and orientation, relative to the size and locomotion capabilities of an actor (e.g., in a wheel chair). These possibilities are "grounded" by constraints on action (e.g., size, mode of locomotion). Their description is given in terms that express the relationship (e.g., the width of the exit as 20% broader than an adult human), not in abstracted agent-independent terms, like centimeters or inches.
For example, in describing the control of a vehicle's approach to an obstacle, the situation might be described in relation to constraints on braking and maneuvering capabilities in a way that can be coupled with both information (e.g., optical flow, as in its angular extent and rate of change) and values (e.g., the desire to avoid a collision or achieve soft contact). 25 Given a passage through a gap or up a stairway, the space might be described in experience-independent terms (e.g., referencing an observerindependent standard, such as a yardstick). Alternatively, the size can be described in observer-dependent terms (e.g., percent shoulder width or eye height). The use of observer-dependent terms makes the mapping to information (e.g., optical angle or flow) and to value (e.g., effort or ease of passage) much more obvious, leading to greater insight into the experience of the space.
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Specifying
The construct of specifying is intended to draw attention to the constraints on information that are grounded within the interface or representation. For example, in designing a fire escape, the appearance of the door is important: Emergency exits should not be camouflaged. (In times past, they were "hidden" in mental institutions to keep wandering patients from trying to leave, or were decorated in "fashionable," elegant circles with prints of book cabinets.) Specially lit symbols often are required by law in public spaces, so that the exit can be identified as a passage way (affordance) that leads to safety (desirable consequence), even when visibility is reduced by smoke.
Langewiesche elegantly describes the information needed for landing an aircraft safely (see Figure 3) . He notes that the visual information available to a pilot about a position on the ground can be described either in terms of Euclidean coordinates (altitude, forward distance) or in terms of angular coordinates (degrees below the horizon). He describes why angular coordinates are preferable with respect to the function of controlling flight: …it is angle, rather than actual height and distance, that matters. Here is why. In a given ship, of given gliding angle, it is always the same point on the ground you can reach in a glide, regardless of your altitude; the same point, that is, in terms of angle-under-the-horizon. Say your ship's gliding angle is 1:5; this means you can in a glide always reach any point that lies 10 degrees under your horizon, or steeper. This statement (true only in still air) must be thoroughly understood.
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And if you have understood what has been explained concerning angular vision, you will also understand this: How far the glide line lies below your horizon is entirely independent of your height; at any height, the glide line is the same distance (angular distance, in terms of degrees) below your horizon. As your height changes in the glide, both the horizon and the glide lines will be at different points on the terrain below you; but the horizon will always be at the same height as your eye; and the glide line will be the same number of degrees below the horizon; and the relation of horizon and glide line will not change.
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Langewiesche is describing what Gibson would later refer to as optical structure. That is, a fixed angular distance below the horizon specifies the glide capability of the aircraft (an affordance). This information allows the pilot to directly see or discriminate between positions that are reachable in a glide and positions that are beyond the glide capabilities of the aircraft and so cannot satisfy the goal of safe flight. Langewiesche's descriptions of piloting skills likely were one of the inspirations that led Gibson to imagine the possibility of direct specification of affordances.
Lee later argued that a purely optical property-for example, Tau, which is the optical expansion rate of an object one is approaching, such as the runway-specifies the time it takes to hit the goal (e.g., the runway), without the need for accurate judgment of the Euclidean dimensions of distance and speed. 29 
Satisfying
The satisfying dimension addresses the value or quality of the consequences of possible actions. One obvious aspect of satisfying is the goal or intention of the designer and/or human agent: To what extent does a design support the functions that the designer intended to provide or that the operator desires? For the fire exit, a door that makes possible a quick and easy passage to safety is "good"; a door that slows movement or that is difficult to pass through is "bad." A long, smooth, dry runway without obstructions allows for a comfortable and safe airplane landing while a rutted, wet surface with cross traffic is much less desirable.
The satisfying dimension draws attention to the quality of an experience relative to the intentions of an agent (e.g., the user or designer). Achieving the functional goals of the system often can be accomplished in multiple ways, and the satisfying dimension provides a basis for judging the relative attractiveness of the various options. This multiplicity raises questions of quality: 30 Is there a best way? Is one solution more efficient, more robust, more resilient, safer, or more elegant than another? The satisfying dimension concerns the criteria associated with any factor that might lead to a preference among the various alternatives.
In cognitive systems, satisfying might be the most important dimension with respect to predicting behavior. 31 For example, aerodynamics determines the possible trajectories a pilot might choose (i.e., what's afforded), and information determines which trajectories will be controllable (i.e., that provide the specific information feedback needed for stable control). Together, these two dimensions determine what the pilot can do skillfully, but they are not sufficient to predict what the pilot will do. Anticipating what a pilot will do requires the consideration of a value system. What is the pilot trying to accomplish? What are the potential payoffs and hazards? What are the pilot's preferences?
In addition to the purely utilitarian values typically associated with function, aesthetic qualities might also affect the quality of experience in terms of satisfying. 32 Research by Damasio suggests that adapting to the demands of everyday life might require cooperation between emotional and logical brain centers, such that emotional centers might shape experience by triggering actions and modulating attention to consequences. 33 Thus, aesthetic qualities might be important in engaging or inspiring people so that they do the things necessary to achieve success in a complex domain. For example, an aesthetic appreciation might be essential in sustaining the effort needed to learn how to fly or to play a musical instrument skillfully.
Combining the Three Perspectives for Designing
The three dimensions nicely align with the what, how, and why questions that recently have gained popularity in design narratives. 34 What possibilities are afforded, how can the possibilities be made apparent to a potential user, and why would one possibility be more desirable than another? Figure 4 expands Gaver's twodimensional diagram, illustrating the interactions between affordances and perceptual information to include the satisfying dimension. 35 It illustrates how the three dimensions-affording, specifying, and satisfying-combine to determine peoples' abilities to control a system, where control reflects the ability to skillfully take advantage of opportunities and avoid hazards. For example, in the design of a fire exit, this matrix suggests potential directions for improvement.
Skilled control requires that the opportunities and the hazards be well specified. For example, an efficient escape requires that people can discriminate between the exits that lead to safety and other potential passages that might lead to increased danger. This goal state is reflected in Cells 1 and 5 of the matrix. The other cells in the matrix suggest potential control problems.
Cells 2 and 6 reflect designs where the representations suggest or specify possibilities that are unattainable (False Opportunities) or where the representations suggest dangers that do not exist (False Hazards). For example, a door that appears to be an exit but that is locked would be a false opportunity; an apparent but ultimately nonfunctioning lock on a passable exit would be a false hazard. False opportunities are likely to frustrate users who try to accomplish things that simply are not possible with the technology that they have. False hazards might intimidate people so that they avoid using the system or might create unnecessary anxieties that interfere with the learning process or the pleasure in using a system. Cells 3 and 7 reflect designs in which the system opportunities or hazards are not well represented in the interface. In the case of opportunities (Hidden Opportunities), people might be unaware that the capabilities or possibilities exist or they might be unable to skillfully achieve the opportunities because of inadequate feedback. For example, an exit that is disguised as a bookcase or that can't be seen because of smoke would be a hidden opportunity. In the case of hazards (Hidden Hazards), the lack of adequate representation means that the dangers are not well specified. That is, people do not have adequate information to recognize the potential for danger or the adequate feedback to avoid or recover from the danger. Thus, people can be trapped by these hidden dangers-for example, a door that appears to be a fire exit but that actually leads deeper into a burning building. Cells 4 and 8 are indicated as being outside a person's possible experience: These cells reflect things that are impossible to do and for which no information is available. Cell 4 reflects a challenge to design in terms of potential but unrealized possibilities; planning to add fire exits where there were none is one example. Note that to realize this potential, the design must both afford exiting and provide information to specify it. Cell 8 reflects a challenge for designers because they have to recognize that new hazards might be introduced as a function of design innovations. For example, increased automation in aviation systems has resulted in new classes of errors (e.g., mode errors). 36 In the case of exit doors, doors that are activated automatically might lose functionality if power is lost during a fire. Thus, the loss of power creates a new hazard. Is the information required to manually open the exit provided? Anticipating this emergent hazard and then providing the information to discriminate between the automatic and manual modes and to operate the door in both the common (automatic) and rare (manual) modes is a new challenge for designers.
As a final example, consider the design of a drug delivery system. It should be able to deliver the drugs (affording) in safe and effective dosages (satisfying), and it should be clear to the operating nurse how delivery can be effected and what dosage levels are being delivered (specifying). This description provides the extent of the design considerations of 30 years ago, leaving to the nurse the responsibility for administering the proper dosage. Today, however, designers are beginning to go beyond usability to enable shared responsibility for patient safety. For example, can the design help the nurse to discriminate between safe and unsafe dosages? Should it make deliveries of unsafe dosage levels impossible (i.e., eliminate the hazard from the space of possibilities)? Should it at least require extra effort and confirmation (increasing the likelihood that a potential hazard will be apparent)?
Thus, our claim is that fully appreciating human experience in terms of either sensemaking or control requires that all three dimensions be considered. Affording reflects the constraints on action (e.g., the field of possibilities or the process dynamics). Specifying reflects the feedback that is available to control actions and anticipate consequences. Satisfying reflects the underlying value system in terms of functional significance (meaningfulness) or in terms of the criteria for success (e.g., payoff matrix or cost function or emotional satisfaction).
Charles Billings, Aviation Automation:
The Search for a Human-Centered Approach (Mahwah, NJ: Erlbaum, 1997).
To Recapitulate: Affordances
The primary value of the affordance construct was that it brought physical action back into the field of cognitive psychology, which had framed problems of perception and cognition as "logical functions of mind" (i.e., as a symbol processing system), rather than as embodied functions that could enable successful adaptation to complex ecologies. The affordance construct forced scientists and designers to attend to the coupling of perception and action in service of achieving success in a world that includes both physical and logical constraints.
In the design context, confusion arose as the construct of affordance was stretched to cover the constraints not only on action, but also on information and value. However, preserving the distinctions between action constraints, perceptual constraints, and value constraints is valuable for both designers and cognitive scientists. At a theoretical level, these distinctions help to connect the dots between control theory, information theory, semiotics, ecological psychology, and functionalism. At a practical level, these distinctions suggest different categories of analysis and of intervention:
1 In sum, we propose that the constructs of affording, specifying, and satisfying provide a common ground to facilitate communications between designers and cognitive scientists so that designers can better apply the insights from cognitive science to improve how people experience their products and so that cognitive scientists can gain deeper insights into human experience from evaluations of design successes and failures. In other words, we hope that these constructs help to close the gap between a product-centric view of the world and a human-centric view of the world so that we can better understand and predict how people will experience a product or situation.
